September 18, 2018

To: Dylan Rodríguez, Chair
Riverside Division

From: Ziv Ran
Chair, Committee on Rules and Jurisdiction

Re: Campus Review. Proposed Bylaw Change: 3rd Revision-School of Public Policy Bylaws PP1.2, PP4.1, PP4.1.6

The Committee on Rules and Jurisdiction reviewed, with one member recusing himself due to possible conflict of interest, the proposed Bylaw Change to the School of Public Policy Bylaws PP1.2, PP4.1, PP4.1.6 (3rd Revision). The committee thanks the SPP for the latest revised version and is in agreement with the intent of the revisions. But for the sake of clarity and avoidance of redundancies, R&J proposes the following formulation for PP1.2:

"PP1.2 Faculty members must have at least a 25% appointment in the School to be considered members.

Members holding title in the Riverside Agricultural Experiment Station or Cooperative Extension that do not confer Academic Senate membership (e.g., CE Specialist) may attend all meetings of the faculty, have privilege of the floor, and may vote in an advisory capacity on all issues."